
Welcome to the Leadership Caffeine Jam Session!

Where our focus is on generating ideas together for some of the challenging issues of
leading, managing, and growing in our careers

Today's Focus is All About
Bringing or Manufacturing a

Sense of Purpose for Our Work

Use Chat...Especially When You
See the Question Mark

Reply to Everyone

"Purpose"  at work has been a noisy topic for the past
few years! 

Just a Few of the
Headlines...

Purpose: "What matters in your
life; your North Star"

"An enduring, overarching sense of
what matters in a person's life."

What's the Backdrop of all The Talk on Purpose?

Pick Your Flavor of Organizational, Societal or Global Challenge  "Purpose Prompter"

An intensely personal topic
enters the mainstream for

organizations and individuals

The biggest issue in my Mid or Later
Career Reinvent Clients!

One that is germane to all of us in our workplaces...

Add in the huge number of resignations over the past few
years and polls citing people are unhappy with their jobs,

their firms, and their careers...

I wonder if we have a
Crisis of Purpose

Misery index = Seasonally
Adjusted Rate of Unemployment

+ Annual Inflation Rate

Let's Get a Baseline for Our Audience with Three Poll Questions

1. Do you have strong sense of personal purpose in your life?

Y/N

2. Does your sense of purpose carry over into your work life?

Y/N

3. Does work define your purpose?

Y/N

Your answers are
anonymous

McKinsey Poll
85% upper management....15% of

frontline managers and employees..say yes.

(See any
problems with

this?)

McKinsey Poll

"About 70 percent of people say they
define their purpose through work. And, actually, millennials, even more so,

are likely to see their work as their life calling. So what that means is that
people are looking for opportunities in the work they do day-to-day to be

actually contributing to what they believe their purpose is."

And: Employees expect their jobs to bring a significant
sense of purpose to their lives. Employers need to

help meet this need, or be prepared to lose talent to
companies that will.

What do these statistics mean
for us as managers?

Purpose in Action

It's been my experience that
exhibiting a sense of purpose in the
work occurs in all roles at all levels...

What's an example or three where you've seen an
individual passionate about their work

and living their purpose?

SHARE IN CHAT/REPLY TO EVERYONE

A Few I've Encountered...

Our Multi-Faceted View on Purpose

https://www.mckinsey.
com/capabilities/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/help-your-employees-find-purpose-or-watch-them-leave

Some Key Points: As INDIVIDUALS

We control our definition and sense
of purpose outside of work

We control whether we find
purpose in our work & managers can influence this

We don't control organizational
purpose, but we do decide

whether it aligns with our sense of
purpose

FROM THE ARTICLE: "Can we put a finer point on starting with the person and leaving behind the arrogance that
the organization thinks it dictates to people what their purpose is? That is just nonsense.

Individuals decide what their purpose is."

As MANAGERS:
"It’s the organization’s role and opportunity to figure out how to help people bring that purpose to
a finer point of what matters to them and to figure out whether or not they can create a role or an

experience within the organization that helps meet that." 

Do you agree: It's our job as managers to help
our employees tune-in to their purpose from/at
work...and to see if there's an alignment with

organizational purpose?

What's YOUR PURPOSE? (What's the purpose you bring to your work?)

SHARE VIA CHAT: ALL NAMES ARE DELETED FROM CHAT STREAM BEFORE SHARING

It took a little help from a friend to help my crystalize my professional purpose!

(THANKS, DALE!)

Uncovering/Reviving/Manufacturing Purpose

THINK ABOUT IT: "Purpose isn't magic, it's something we must
consciously pursue and create."

YOUR IDEAS: How do we
Uncover/revive/create purpose for ourselves in our work?

Share your ideas in CHAT

Additional Ideas to Experiment With:

Job Craft: design the job or assignments that fit your sense of
purpose and solve problems in the workplace.

Ask Dale!

Take the time to
tune-in to you

1. Reflected Best
Self Exercise

Identify those moments when you'
ve been at your absolute best as a

professional/person

What was the situation?

What type of people
were you with?

What role did you play?

Look for themes/threads/through-lines &
then consider how you can spend more

time in those situations.

Look for themes/threads/through-lines &
then consider how you can spend more

time in those situations.

2. Ask for input on you: What do you see that I do
well/bring to our situations?

How does my
approach affect you?

3. How do you
find FLOW?

Fyi:  Flow is a state of mind that occurs when a
person is totally immersed in an activity. It can occur during a
wide variety of tasks such as when a person is learning, being

creative, or participating in a sport. When in a flow state, people
pay no attention to distractions and time seems to pass without

any notice.  -Verywell Mind

Your
comments/questions

on these?

Other Creative Ideas I've Observed:

Write a Personal
Purpose Statement

Reframe the work as a mission
to serve. Take joy in every

opportunity to help.

Start every day by answering: Here's
how I'm going to create value in

every encounter today...

Daily contemplation: how can I best
connect my work today to the

organization's purpose?

Changed organizations to one where
personal and organizational purpose

aligned more closely.

Setting S.L.I.M. Goals. (Specific/learning focused/impactful/meaningful)

How do we help our team members uncover their sense of purpose?

Your thoughts?

Share in Chat

Reminder: "People who live their purpose at work are more productive than
people who don’t. They are also healthier, more resilient, and more
likely to stay at the company. Moreover, when employees feel that

their purpose is aligned with the organization’s purpose, the benefits
expand to include stronger employee engagement, heightened

loyalty, and a greater willingness to recommend the company to
others."  -McKinsey

Helping individuals tune-in to and engage with
passion and purpose at work is an on-going

coaching activity for managers

Ideas to Help:

More discussions: What do you hope to accomplish in your
career (or in this role)?

(A good hiring discussion...a good
anytime discussion)

Observe: what energizes
them and how can you give

them more of that?
Help them Job Craft

A great, old, great idea: Job
rotation and discuss where

the passion is

Tune-in to their superpowers and the
organization's purpose. Are they energized

by doing work that directly supports the
organization purpose?

Letter to Their
Future Self Exercise

Help them set a S.L.I.M. Goal:
(specific, learning focused,

impactful, meaningful)

Tying Things Together

We're at our best when
we're on purpose

& so are our
team members

Organizational purpose doesn't define
our individual purpose...but if they

align, this is rocket fuel!

Sometimes/often, we have to
manufacture or mine for purpose.

Do the work, it's worth it.

If you manage, it's your job to help
individuals align work they are passionate

about with organizational purpose

Use the Ideas in Great, Purposeful Success!

https://artpetty.mykajabi. com/leadership-caffeine-jam-session-18

https://artpetty.mykajabi.com/career-energize

Two
Upcoming

Events:

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/help-your-employees-find-purpose-or-watch-them-leave

